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Luci ORILEGA 
145 / 75 / 30W Power supply

To ensure safe usage
The following is the safety cautions to prevent harms or damages to use and installer.
If the product is used against cautions, it may cause damages / electrifications / smoke/ ignition.

Product specifications ※unit of measure=mm

Do not use in the following environments:
- Location at high humidity. - Location where the product is exposed to direct sunlight.

- Location where corrosive gas is generated. - Location subject to continuous vibration or shock. - Dusty location. - Around exhaust outlet of gas appliances.
- Location where water may splash onto the product.

- Location subject to the effects of electric fields, magnetic fields, or radio wave.

・Cooling by free air convection   ・Over inrush current protection   ・Over temperature protection    ・Over current and voltage protection  
・Built-in active PFC function
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0℃~+50℃, 20%～90%RH （No condensation）
-20℃~+70℃, 10%～90%RH （No condensation）

Input voltage (Vac)
Input current (Io=100%)

Output voltage (V)

Power factor (Io=100%) 

Weight (kg)
Environment

Storage temperature · humidity

Operating temperature · humidity

Structure · Performance

Conformance standard 

Efficiency (%)

・Safety standard   Product Safety Electrical appliance and materials 　 ※AC100~242V
・CE  (European standard)　

・EMC standard   Product Safety Electrical appliance and materials 　
・Corresponds to RoHS Directive　・Corresponds to Harmonic current regulation (IEC61000-3-2)

Frequency (Hz) 50/60

6.1Output current (A)
146Rated power (W)

105(※For temperature derating)Max usable power (W)
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AC (input side) 
Connect to the primary
 power source

AC (input side) 
Connect to the primary
 power source

AC (input side) 
Connect to the primary
 power source

DC (output side)
Connect to LED fixture

DC (output side)
Connect to LED fixture

DC (output side)
Connect to LED fixture

LPSOL-145-24-ND-I

LPSOL-075-24-ND-I

LPSOL-030-24-ND-I

#  Item Name Materials etc.
Upper case
Lower case

LED (green)Output indicator

AC IN

Please be ensure to read following!
Check the connection of input and output before energization.
Use a circuit tester to make sure the output voltage indicates appropriate value before connecting a LED fixture.
Improper connection and incorrect polarity of wires can cause an accident or severe damage to the device, and it is extremely dangerous.

Installation, removal and inspection of this device requires qualified electrician.  
Please be ensure to consult with electric constructor or an electronic service company.
Please make sure to turn off power before installation.
Turn on power after completing all wire constructions including LED fixture. Otherwise, electric shock might cause.

Do not connect or disconnect the input / output lead wires while power is supplied. Otherwise, electric shock might cause.

To avoid affecting heat dissipation, do not stack the device on top of each.
High ambient temperature will cause a shorter life time of the device.
Please ensure to use the device within the designed input voltage.
Loading should not exceed the rated output current value of the device.
Fire and short lifetime may cause by overcurrent.

Do not pull or damage the power cable.

Please do not install the device in places with high ambient temperature / close to flammable object / close to 
heat generated object.

High voltage components are assembled in the device. 
To avoid the risk of electric shock, do not touch the components with bare hand.

Be extremely careful to handle the product while or right after carrying current as the inside temperature become high.

Do not customize or replace components inside this device.

Do not use the device after dropping or having a strong impact on it.

Do not use this device as power supplies for the equipment of, such as medical, aerospace, train and nuclear industry which may 
cause grave accidents done by malfunction or failure of this device.

DC OUT

Warning Label

Black:L, White:N,
Green:

VCTF 0.75sq×3C

Black:+, White:-
VCTF 1.25sq×2C

Polycarbonate, Black
Polycarbonate, Black1
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Green:

AC Black:L
AC White:N

Green:

If abnormal situation found, please cut-off the primary power immediately, consult with electricians, and do not touch the device with bare hand.

Ensure the grounding according to technical standards for equipment. 
Electric shock may cause by incomplete grounding.

When connecting the input/output lead wires, please make sure to connect tightly without any looseness.
Improper connection of wires may cause short circuit, ground fault, electric shock, damage of connection part, or fire.

This device is not allowed to be covered by insulation material.
Do not place any electric cables on this device.
AC input voltage should be within the input voltage range in the specification.
Lower voltage or overvoltage will shorten the lifetime of the device and may cause overheat result in fire and electric shock.



Maintenance and Inspection
・This product has a life span.
・Degradation occurs inside after 8-10 years of installation even when the device looks fine from the outside.

Parts of the product degrade due to heat when using for a long time. This causes not only
safety issues, but also reduces power efficiency and it is recommended to have regular maintenance and inspection. 　
　・Life cycle of the product will be shorter in high ambient temperature or in the use for a long period.
・Cleaning and inspection should be performed at least once every 6 months.
・Inspection by a specialist, such as a product contractor, should be performed at least once every 3 years.
・If the product is used for a long time without having an inspection, there is a small possibility that it could lead to fuming, igniting, electric shock and the like.

　Inspection Methods
・Is the output verification indicator (LED-green: located at the side of the lead-wire on output side) turned on?
・Are output voltage and output current in normal conditions?
・Is there any coloring/ fall-off/ abnormal heat build-up at wiring connection part?
・Is there any unusual smell, sound or heat?
・Are there any cracks, splits, or detached parts on any parts or joints?

Cleaning Method
・Turn off the power before cleaning the device.
・Lightly wipe this product with a soft cloth.
・To best clean this product, wipe dirt with a soft cloth which has been soaked in a neutral detergent diluted with

water and wrung firmly. To finish off, wipe it with a damp cloth and dry it.　

Installing the productWire connection methods

About the power supply cable

AC (input side) 
Connect to the primary
 power source

DC (output side)
Connect to LED fixture

Warning Do not perform installation/ removal work while power on.
Otherwise, an electric shock may occur.

The maximum length of cable from DC output side to the bigining of LED fixture in the condition of ambient temperature 30℃ is:
20m(VCTF-2C-0.75sq)
30m(VCTF-2C-1.25sq)

■ Cables used for connecting LED fixtures and Power supply must be suitable type and gauge.
■ Cables should be joined with suitable terminal block or methods as appropriate to the installation and operationg environment.
      Caution: When using a long cable with thin dimension, the resistance of cable will increase. Voltage drop and heat dispatching may occur 
                     and result in brightness decreasing.
■ When cables are bundled, it becomes difficult to dissipate heat and it gets extremely hot. When bundling five or more cables, please
    lower the loading to avoid overheat.
■ For the connection of DC output side, equal or slightly thicher wire than LED fixture cable is recommended.
■ Maximum 4 circuits for one device.
■ Maximum 1.25sq of VCTF-2C cable is recommended for connecting with this device.

■ When installing this product, please make sure to use screws (round head screw M4 x 12mm or longer is recommended) and fix tightly.
■ To avoid being shortened lifetime of the device.
    - Do not stack the device on top of each.
    - Do not install the device by turning inside out or by upside down.
    - Do not install multiple devices horizontally in parallel on a wall surface.
■ Check the strength of the place to install before screwing.
■ Screws are not attached.

Output lead wire

Insulation sleeve etc

LED fixture

installation screw
（pan head screw M4x12㎜ recommended）

DC white( - )

DC black( + )

AC white（N）

Ground green （    ）

AC black（L）

Input lead wire

make sure to apply 
electric insulation.

caution

caution

The color of wire of each product is
different. Please refer to the instruction
manual and make sure the correspoing
wire on LED fixture side.

caution

If connect AC main power to the DC output side, the device get damage instantly.
Please ensure to connect the device to ground in order to protect from electric shock or devices from 
getting damaged  by external noise.

Luci ORILEGA 
145 / 75 / 30W Power supply

15 mm or more

15 mm or more

15 mm or more

Building materials etc.

・It is possible to set up multiple devices in parallel 
    on the wall if they are in vertical orientation!

・Do not stack device! ・Do not install upside down 
     on the ceiling surface!

・Do not install multiple devices in parallel 
     if they are in horizontal orientation!

・Maintain more than 15mm of distance to avoid being affected by heat dissipation from 
     the other devices when installing more than 2 sets by putting them side by side.

・Leave at least 5mm of clearance from the top of the device to avoid being getting heat
     to be accumulated around the device.


